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For courses in introductory statistics.  Â   A Contemporary Classic  Classic, yet contemporary;

theoretical, yet appliedâ€“McClave & Sincichâ€™s Statistics gives you the best of both worlds. This

text offers a trusted, comprehensive introduction to statistics that emphasizes inference and

integrates real data throughout. The authors stress the development of statistical thinking, the

assessment of credibility, and value of the inferences made from data. This new edition is

extensively revised with an eye on clearer, more concise language throughout the text and in the

exercises. Ideal for one- or two-semester courses in introductory statistics, this text assumes a

mathematical background of basic algebra. Flexibility is built in for instructors who teach a more

advanced course, with optional footnotes about calculus and the underlying theory. Â   Also

available with MyStatLab  MyStatLabâ„¢ is an online homework, tutorial, and assessment program

designed to work with this text to engage students and improve results. Within its structured

environment, students practice what they learn, test their understanding, and pursue a personalized

study plan that helps them absorb course material and understand difficult concepts. For this

edition, MyStatLab offers 25% new and updated exercises. Â   Note: You are purchasing a

standalone product; MyLabâ„¢ & Masteringâ„¢ does not come packaged with this content. Students,

if interested in purchasing this title with MyLab & Mastering, ask your instructor for the correct

package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for more

information.  Â  If you would like to purchase both the physical text and MyLab & Mastering, search

for:0134090438 / 9780134090436 * Statistics Plus New MyStatLab with Pearson eText -- Access

Card Package Package consists of: 0134080211 / 9780134080215 * Statistics 0321847997 /

9780321847997 * My StatLab Glue-in Access Card 032184839X / 9780321848390 * MyStatLab

Inside Sticker for Glue-In Packages Â 
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You do not get every chapter. Apparently chapters 13, 14, and 15 are on a CD but not a part of the

Kindle version. Kindle being a digital download does not provide access to these chapters. Am a bit

miffed for the 150 dollar price I paid for the Kindle version but did not get the full book. Very

shortsighted whether Kindle or the publishers, I do not know. Very fustrating!

Please be careful about ordering the digital copy of this book from .com. It does not come with the

code for the MyStat lab. Also, I was able to view the book in my Android Kindle app and on the

downloaded Kindle PC application but I was unable to view it in  Cloud. Since I want to be able to

make flash cards in the book, there is no point in ordering a digital book through  if it cannot be

viewed in the cloud or through a website. Also, please note that you will lose your flash cards if you

deregister the book from the PC Kindle app and flash cards created in the PC Kindle app cannot be

viewed in the Kindle app on your phone. I am on the phone with  Support and the only option they

can give me is to refund me the $100+ that I paid for the digital book. In fact, the call was

disconnected before the rep was able to provide assistance and I am still unable to access the

book.



Well its an easy to read statistics book. After purchasing the book I got a B+ in my college stats

class the examples were really easy to follow and the solutions were all on chegg which made

learning really easy. Recommend the book for college stats.

Hard to understand. Almost as if you need to know statistics to understand this book that is

supposed to teach you statistics.

I would recommend this book for business stats students. It is not the latest edition, but it has all of

the information you need. The only downfall is that the latest edition is in a different order than this

one, some chapters have more/less info, with the info being moved to another chapter. In other

words, this edition and the latest one have all of the same information, just in different places. If you

are willing to put up with the hassle, buy this book. I was definitely willing to put up with it for the

price.For class purposes this book works great. As just a book review in general, it was ok. If you

are trying to learn business stats on your own I probably would not recommend this book as much.

Some of the explanations are not very clear, and a lot of the examples were not very good (in my

opinion). It could have been a lot more straightforward than it was in this book.

Such a terrible statistics book. It's so difficult to comprehend what it is saying, nothing is presented

is a simple manner. Also, the practice problems to not reflect what is has in the chapters. Terrible.

Not a bad book, but you will find numerous instances of examples (formulas) given that don't

explain every step, leading to more confusion - especially if this is your first statistics

course.MyStatLab, just like MyMathLab is equally guilty of not giving you adequate step-by-step

explanations. It will give the option of "Show me an example" or "Help me solve this problem" and

as you're going through the steps you are either left to come up with the solution on your own or the

program gives you the answer without explaining where it came from.If the curriculum didn't require

it, I would never have purchased this book. There has got to be a better book out there that teaches

you the basics.

Book was in pretty good condition, and, unfortunately, did not come with the code (which 8 knew

there was a chance it wouldn't when I rented it)I ended up returning just because it was cheaper for

me to buy the MyLab + online text book bundle, than just renting the text book. It says there is a



"chance" the code will still be valid, but I wouldn't count on it!
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